Section 3: Society

"Identifying how patterns of Queensland's social, political and cultural development are revealed in race and gender relations; immigrant contributions; the formation of social, religious and political structures and organisations; and the provision of societal fundamentals such as government administration."

(Re) writing Queensland history?

Timothy Bottoms  Conspiracy of silence: the colouring of Australian history and the killing times on the nineteenth century Queensland frontier

Mark Cryle  A ‘Fantastic adventure’: reading Christison of Lammermoor

Anne Monsour  Already here: writing Lebanese into Queensland history

Barbara Taylor  Community building and empowering experiences? A thematic study of women’s voluntary work in Queensland and its place-based dimensions, 1859-1959

Exploring colonial society and culture

Maureen Lillie  Journeys through a shifting landscape: the tours of Queensland Governors 1859-1901

Hilary Davies  Middle-class social mobility in colonial Queensland: a case study of Walter and Katie Hume

Leanne Day  The Johnsonian Club: a study of a gentlemen’s club in colonial Brisbane

Exploring shifts in the socio-cultural landscape

Gillian Colclough  Opaque whiteness: milk regulation and the introduction of food controls in Queensland